
1. NARRATIVE

I/ Initial situation

In French cities of more than 100.000 inhabitants, people spend 45 min to 1h30 a day to
travel from their home to their job1 . In addition, 7 working people out of 10 use their car
every day to go to work e.g. more than 20 million people.2 This periodically recurring travel
between the place of residence and the place of work, called commuting, has become a
major phenomenon in today’s society.

II/ The emergence of a disruptive element

Today, the world is facing multiple crises. We are currently experiencing global warming, an
unprecedented level of pollution, we observe a decrease in the planet’s biodiversity, and
resources are getting scarcer.

Mobility as we know it today has a big impact on these different crises. It is responsible for
23% of the world's greenhouse gas emissions.3In France however, it is responsible for about
30% of the greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) and cars for 15% of the GHG emissions.4

This is thus a big contributor to climate change. Furthermore, today cars are on average
1240 kg in France, have 5 to 7 seats, but in 90% of the cases only one person is present in
the car.5 Cars are on average more than 15 times heavier than the passenger inside. This
results in a massive energy loss. More than half of all urban journeys in developed cities are
made by private motorized vehicles.6With the increase of the number of vehicles these past
few years, the driving conditions in cities have deteriorated : toxic smoke levels and endless
traffic jams.7

Additionally, people use their car for an average of 32 km per day.8 Also here there is an
overconsumption of the material used per car. Therefore, lightweight, smaller, and more
modulable vehicles will have a significant impact on the future of mobility.

To this end, it is important to propose greener alternatives to car owners and commuters in
order to reduce our impact on the planet. This is a call that our group Mobyl will try to answer.
We are young internationals (18-35 years) from various industries, committed to societal and
environmental challenges as well as to the acceleration of the ecological transition. We hope
that through the Extreme Defi, we will be able to share our vision about the vehicles of the
near future.

Different solutions have been initiated during the last years through the increase in bicycle
lanes, or through the creation of low emission zones (LEZs), where the most polluting
vehicles are regulated. For example, London is building 12 bicycle superhighways dedicated
solely to bicycles. In Denmark and Belgium, car-free zones have been introduced.9However,
to change the impact of mobility on climate change, more radical changes need to be put in
place.

Previous examples show how inside the city solutions are put in place. But few options are
available for people who are commuting from outside the city to the city center. People have
to own a car in order to be able to go to work or run their errands. This is why we will focus
on this part of mobility, in this project, we will design a vehicle dedicated to commuters.

III/ The personas and customers journeys







IV/ The first solution idea - Segmobyl V1

To respond to our different persona’s, we have designed a new type of vehicle (see Figure
1). The vehicle has following characteristics:

● The vehicle has 4 wheels for safety reasons.
● The size of the vehicle will aim to be half the length of a regular vehicle in order to park

two vehicles in one parking spot.
● The passenger inside the vehicle will be weather protected. Light textile materials will



be used to do this i.e. dyneema fabrics or flax composites.
● The vehicle has two swappable batteries of each around 20 kg. Smaller batteries will

be possible to purchase in case smaller ranges are needed.
● The vehicle can reach a maximum speed of 45 km/h without a driving
license. ● There are two seats in the vehicle.

○ There will be no radio or GPS as the driver will have a spot above the steering
wheel where one can put his own smartphone. The smartphone will thus do
office work such as the GPS and the radio. A resonating box will do the office
as a speaker.

○ This feature is important for the reduction in the use of materials and energy
used to manufacture the different items.

● The vehicle is modular, in more detail, the frame of the vehicle comprises a segway,
which can be removed in order to do the last kms needed to go to the destination
once the vehicle is parked. One will need to put the vehicle on stands prior to
removing the segway and using it. Parts of the car battery will be able to be
dismounted in order to use the battery on the segway separately.

○ This feature is important for the reduction in the use of materials and energy
available. The vehicle frame and battery serve for different purposes.
Furthermore, this will reduce the amount of cars inside the city.

● A small solar panel will be included in the casing, in order to power the accessories of
the vehicle.

Figure 1: First design of the prototype

V/ Critical look to our first prototype

This first prototype comprised a Segway in order to drive the last kilometers. However, the
Segway is not widely available or spreaded in our society. It is a result of its driving complexity
as the driver needs a good equilibrium. In addition, the brand “Segway” stops its Segway
production. Therefore, we made the decision to change the Segway to another mono-person
vehicle, to drive the last kilometers.

VI/ The final solution - Segmobyl V2

To respond to our different persona’s, we have designed a new type of vehicle (see Figure
2). The vehicle has following characteristics:

● The vehicle has 4 wheels for safety reasons.



● The size of the vehicle will aim to be half the length of a regular vehicle in order to park
two vehicles in one parking spot.

● The passenger inside the vehicle will be weather protected. And the pilot is more
protected than on a bike. Light textile materials will be used to do this i.e. dyneema
fabrics or flax composites.

● The vehicle has one swappable battery around 20 kg. Smaller batteries will be
possible to purchase in case smaller ranges are needed.

● The vehicle can reach a maximum speed of 45 km/h without a driving
license. ● There is one seat for the driver and one bench seat for passengers.

○ There will be no radio or GPS as the driver will have a spot above the steering
wheel where one can put his own smartphone. The smartphone will thus do
office work such as the GPS and the radio. A resonating box will do the office
as a speaker.

○ This feature is important for the reduction in the use of materials and energy
used to manufacture the different items.

● The vehicle is modular, in more detail, the frame of the vehicle comprises an electric
scooter, which can be removed in order to do the last kms needed to go to the
destination once the vehicle is parked. One will need to put the vehicle on stands
prior to removing the electric scooter and using it. Parts of the car battery will be able
to be dismounted in order to use the battery on the electric scooter separately.

○ This feature is important for the reduction in the use of materials and energy
available. The vehicle frame and battery serve for different purposes.
Furthermore, this will reduce the amount of cars inside the city.

● A small solar panel will be included in the casing, in order to power the accessories of
the vehicle.

Figure 2: Second design of the prototype

VII/ The final situation (the uses and benefits of our solution)

The characteristics of this vehicle make it eco-responsible while meeting the needs of users.

It meets people needs:
The vehicle is made for short and middle-sized journeys (0 to 60 km) and fits with daily
needs to go to work, to run errands, to visit friends, to have activities, etc within a 60 km
radius. It uses the classic road network and is driven in the same way as an electric scooter
with a seat. This vehicle is much lighter than a classic car, and much less energy
consuming, it is the perfect vehicle for two persons and their luggage. It can be used in most
types of weather thanks to its coverage.



It is eco-responsible:
The ratio of transported weight to the vehicle weight will be much bigger. We are targeting a
weight of 200 kg (when empty). Thanks to its lower weight, it will also be much less energy
consuming. In addition, the energy in this vehicle is electrical, which is less polluting than a
gasoline-powered car if one takes its electrical energy from renewable sources.10

If a significant share of the vehicles going from the suburbs to the city will be comprised of
this proposed intermediate vehicle, many benefits will arise from this trend:

● Cleaner and less energy intensive journeys.
● Less polluting vehicles coming into the city.
● More parking space available in the city + ease to park on the side of the roads + less
traffic jams in the inner city.
● Less noise near residential buildings.
● Dedicated lane: needed for the transition; however, will not need it if/ when this type of
vehicle will be widely used.
● More money saved when buying such a vehicle compared to standard cars.
● More money saved when “refueling” the vehicle.
● Ease of maneuverability due to small size and lightweight.
● Ease of navigating through narrow roads in the city.

The limits:
The major drawbacks of this vehicle:

● It was not designed for long journeys, thus a different long-distance option is needed
(a car with a greater range, or train, car-sharing…).

● The maximum capacity is for 3 people.
● It is not as safe as a standard car due to the smaller size and lighter weight.
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